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Abstract

This paper considers estimation of parameters that enters nonlinearly in a
regression model. The problem formulation is closely connected to unbal-
ance estimation of rotating machinery. The parameter estimation problem
can after approximation be formulated as a linear estimation procedure,
while neglecting the effects of the disturbing term. Two such estimators
are derived. In addition, a third approach that handles the uncertainty in
a statistically sound way is presented. The three methods are compared
and analyzed with respect to their statistical accuracy. Using the example
of unbalance estimation of a separator, the nonlinear approach is shown
to outperform the other two.

1 Introduction

Consider a parameter estimation problem given byyk =
�A+ Ãk� (x0 + xk) ; k = 1; � � � ;M; (1)

where yk 2 C n�1 measured variable,A 2 C n�n unknown variable,Ãk 2 C n�n stochastic disturbance,x0 2 C n�1 unknown variable,xk 2 C n�1 user chosen variable,

and where C n�m denotes complex valued n � m matrix. The basis for the
system equation (1) will be motivated in the next section. The quantity M is�Department of Information Technology, Uppsala University. P.O. Box 337, SE-751 05
Uppsala, Sweden. Email: fPeter.Naucler, Torsten.Soderstromg@it.uu.se



the number of experiments. The number of unknowns is n2 +n and the number
of equations is nM . Therefore, the number of experiments must fulfillM � n + 1: (2)

We are primarily interested in estimating x0 and, therefore, A is treated as
a nuisance variable. For each experiment, the sought variable x0 is invariant.
The way that Ãk enters the system makes the estimation problem nontrivial to
handle.

2 Background and Motivation

The system equation (1) has its motivation from parameter estimation problems
for systems operating in stationarity. Such problems appear in balancing of
high speed machinery, where the purpose is to estimate mass unbalances x0

in complex dynamic systems rotating at high speed. Applications that can be
mentioned are machining tools, aircraft turbine engines [15], steam turbines,
electric generators [2] and balancing of separators.

The matrix A = A(i!0) is the frequency response function from the current
unbalance state (x0 + xk) to the measured harmonic vibrational response yk
at the angular frequency !0. The user chosen variable xk is used to excite
the system so that the problem becomes solvable. In the present paper, A is
assumed to be quadratic. Thus, the number of inputs is equal to the number
of outputs. Generally, however, A can be rectangular which is the case if e.g.

there are more sensors than inputs. In such circumstances, one should employ
the pseudo inverse of A instead of A�1, whenever it appears.

The frequency response A is in this context often referred to as the influence

coefficient matrix. The reason for performing experiments with a system that
operates in stationarity is that the relation between measured output and ap-
plied input becomes simple. Irrespectively of the order of the system (which can
be extremely large), the entries of A becomes scalar complex numbers when the
frequency response is ‘evaluated’ at the single frequency ! = !0. The influence
coefficient matrix is a function of the structural properties of the underlying sys-
tem. These properties are here subject to change between experiments, which
leads to the model with disturbing term Ãk.

2.1 Balancing of Separators

This paper is inspired by the problem of separator balancing. It is an important
topic in the field of separator technology. The separator bowl is rotating with
high speed, which typically is about 5000 revolutions per minute. The appeared
centrifugal force is used to separate different substances, e.g. liquids. The
use of large centrifugal forces is the core of separation technology. Since the
bowl is very heavy and rotates with such a high speed, small mass unbalances
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Figure 1: A separator model. The stiffnesses are modeled as complex numbers,
which is a way to introduce damping in the system. These stiffnesses are subject
to change between experiments.

create large radial bearing forces that may even be harmful. The magnitude
of these forces can often be of the magnitude tens of kN, i.e. several tonnes.
Therefore, the separator must be balanced after manufacturing. When the
unbalance estimation is completed, mass corrections are applied to the bowl to
counteract the unbalances.

Consider a separator model as shown in Figure 1. The unbalance estimation
procedure is to apply trial masses to the rotating bowl in two planes and measure
the generated vibration at two sensor positions, as indicated in the figure. Thus,
for this system n = 2. The measured vibrational frame response is used as
an indication of large radial bearing forces. In each new experiment, masses
[xk]1 and [xk]2 (elements 1 and 2 of xk) are applied and the bowl is driven up
to its speed of operation. The influence coefficient matrix A depends on the
mechanical properties of the separator, e.g. masses, stiffnesses and damping
elements. The main source of uncertainty is that the dynamical properties of
the system change between experiments. There are several reasons for this.
First of all the separator bowl often needs to be opened in order to apply the
trial masses. When doing this, some of the structural properties will change
due to plays of bearings etc.. Also a main source of uncertainty is that different
stiffness and damping elements seem to change somewhat between experiments.
For example, there are rubber damping elements whose properties depend on
temperature and the vibrational amplitude. Such observations are the basis
for the model with additive uncertainty to the influence coefficient matrix A
that leads to a system equation of the type (1). In the separator model showed
in Figure 1, this is modeled with non-invariant stiffnesses. The concept of
structural, or hysteretic, damping is employed, which means that the stiffnesses
shown in Figure 1 are modeled as complex numbers. This is a way to introduce
damping in the system.
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In the separator system, equations of the type (1) can be set up for several
angular frequencies. The measured quantity yk and the matrix A then become
functions of frequency, while x0 and xk are frequency independent. Still, the
number of experiments must fulfill (2). Thus, the core of the problem is to be
able to perform unbalance estimation at a single frequency, which is considered
in this paper.

2.2 Existing Estimation Techniques

Equations of the type (1) are commonly found in the literature on balancing of
rotating machinery [6, 11, 2, 3]. Commonly, however, the disturbing term Ãk
is not considered. Even though the equation (1) is nonlinear in the unknownsA and x0, it can be transformed into a linear estimation problem. This is
the basis for an approach which is often called the influence coefficient method
[1, 2, 15, 8]. It is an experimental method that can be implemented in different
ways, but the basis is to use xk = 0 in the first experiment. If the disturbance
term is negligible, the first measurement becomey1 = Ax0;
which can be employed to subtract the effects of x0 in the remaining experiments
where xk 6= 0. Then the matrix A can be estimated and when it is considered
to be known, it is straightforward to compute an estimate of x0. The equations
needed to carry out such a procedure can be arranged in different ways, but the
basics are as described above.

Commonly, a deterministic viewpoint is adopted and no special treatment is
dedicated to the effects of disturbances. In [9] an optimal weighting is introduced
under the assumption that the uncertainty is additive on the output side of (1),
i.e. sensor noise. In addition, a statistical analysis is carried out. However, in
the current context it is assumed that sensor noise is negligible compared to the
system disturbance Ãk . To the best of our knowledge there are no statistical
analysis associated with estimation of (1) and no algorithms proposed that are
devoted to a sound statistical treatment of the disturbing variable.

In this paper three different approaches for unbalance estimation are derived
and analyzed with respect to their statistical accuracies in the presence of Ãk.
The first two relies on a deterministic viewpoint in the derivation, which leads
to linear estimation procedures that have closed form solutions. The third
approach instead makes use of the statistical properties of Ãk, which leads to a
nonlinear optimization problem.

Although unbalance estimation is a motivation for the system equation (1), we
do not claim to deliver a complete solution to the problem of balancing. Instead
the focus in this paper is on the parameter estimation problem (1) as such, and
the statistical analysis associated with the derived algorithms.
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3 Preliminaries

The purpose of this section is to introduce some notation and mathematical
tools that will be utilized in the sequel of this paper.

The vec operator is the operator that stacks the columns of a matrix, i.e. ifA = [a1 � � � an] where ak is column k. Using this property, we define� , vec(A) =

264a1

...an375 :
Similarly, the vectorized uncertainty matrix is defined as�̃k = vec(Ãk)

and furthermore the uncertainty vector from all M experiments becomes�̃ =

264 �̃1

...�̃M375 :
Before proceeding, an assumption regarding the uncertainty matrix is needed:

Assumption 1. The uncertainty matrix is zero mean and Ãk is uncorrelated
with Ãl for k 6= l. It has an associated covariance matrix

E�̃k�̃Tl = R�Æk;l;
where E denotes the expectation operator and Æk;l is the Kronecker delta func-
tion. �
The fact that the uncertainty is independent between experiments implies thatR�;M , cov (�̃) = IM 
R�; (3)

where IM is the identity matrix of dimension M and 
 is the Kronecker product.

The vec operator has many useful properties. One that will be extensively
employed in this context is

vec (ABC) =
�CT 
A� vec (B) :

Application of this result on the system equation (1) yields

vec (yk) = yk =
�

(x0 + xk)
T 
 In��+

�
(x0 + xk)

T 
 In� �̃k:
The pseudo inverse of a full rank tall matrix Φ is given by

Φy = (Φ�Φ)
�1

Φ�;
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where � denotes Hermitian transpose. If Φ is square, then Φy = Φ�1.

The series expansion�A+ Ã��1 � A�1 �A�1ÃA�1 + � � �
will prove useful. The second order terms can be omitted if Ã is small compared
to A.

Let B(x) and C(x) be matrices whose entries are functions of a real valued
vector x̄. Furthermore, let [x̄]k be the k-th element of the vector x̄. Then we
define B(k) =

�B(x̄)�[x̄]k
and B(kl) =

�2B(x̄)�[x̄]k�[x̄]l :
For products of matrices the chain rule applies,

(BC)(k) = B(k)C +BC(k);
where the x̄-argument is dropped for notational convenience. For differentiation
of matrix inverses it holds thatB�(k) , �B�1

�(k)
= �B�1B(k)B�1:

4 Linear Deterministic Estimation

One approach to handle the problem of estimating x0 from measured data is to
adopt a deterministic viewpoint. Thus, if the effects caused by Ã is neglected,
or considered to be insignificant, (1) simplifies toyk = A (x0 + xk) ; k = 1; � � � ;M; (4)

where only A and x are unknown. Equation (4) is the basis for two different
approaches to estimate x0. The two identification procedures are labeled A1
and A2, respectively. Both these approaches are employed in the balancing
industry [7].

4.1 Approach A1

From the relation (4), the unknown variable x0 can be found using a simple
procedure. The first step is to subtract the effects of x0 from (4). This is
performed by choosing x1 = 0 which yieldsy1 = Ax0 (5)
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and for the remaining M � 1 equations, we formzk , yk � y1; k = 2; � � � ;M;
which yields zk = Axk; k = 2; � � � ;M (6)

if the disturbance is neglected. Both zk and xk are known and therefore it is
straightforward to compute an estimate of the nuisance variable A. This can be
performed in different ways. One option is apply the vec operator to (6), which
gives zk =

�xTk 
 In�� (7)

and upon stacking the experiments in a tall vectorz =
�zT1 � � � zTM�1

�T
(8)

one obtains z = Φ1�; (9)

where

Φ1 =

264xT2 
 In...xTM 
 In375 : (10)

By use of (9) an estimate of the nuisance variable A can be found. Thereafter
it is straightforward to estimate x0 using (5). Thus, the two-step procedure
becomes:

Step 1: Let x1 = 0 and xk 6= 0 for k � 2. Form (8), (10), and compute�̂ = Φ
y
1z: (11)

Thereafter, form the estimate Â from �̂.

Step 2: Use the first experiment (5) and Â to estimate x0:x̂0 = Â�1y1: (12)

The procedure to estimate unbalances by using y1 = Ax0 in order to linearize
the equations is often referred to as the influence coefficient method in the
balancing literature [6, 2, 9]. There exist many variants on how to organize the
equations [3]. Another alternative that is more computationally efficient is to
arrange the equations in the first step as�z2 � � � zM �

= A �x2 � � � xM �Â =
�z2 � � � zM � �x2 � � � xM �y :

The pseudo inverse of broad matrices should then be employed. The two variants
yield the same result, but the one chosen for this paper is more tractable from
a statistical analysis point of view.
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4.2 Statistical Properties of A1

The statistical analysis is carried out under the following conditions:

Assumption 2. The stochastic disturbance Ãk is small compared to A. This
means that the signal to noise ratio, SNR, is large. �
Remark 1. The number of experiments M is not assumed to be large. �
These conditions will be employed also for the analysis of the methods A2 and
A3 that will be introduced in the sequel. Remark 1 is important since for
the underlying application, a very large number of experiments would not be
feasible. The first and second order statistics of A1 are summarized in the
following lemma.

Lemma 1. The expected value of the estimate (12) is,

Ex̂0 = x0 +O �
EkÃkk2

�
and its covariance matrix is for large SNR given by

cov (x̂0) = A�1C1R�;MC�
1A��;

whereC1 =
�xT0 
 In� h�In2 + Φ

y
1C1b� �Φ

y
1C1ai ; (13)C1a =

264(x0 + x2)
T 
 In 0

. . .

0 (x0 + xM )
T 
 In375 2 C n(M�1)�n2 (M�1);

(14)C1b =

2641
...

1

375
 �xT0 
 In� 2 C n(M�1)�n2 : (15)

Proof The proof is given in Appendix A. �
4.3 Approach A2

In the second step (12) of A1, the unkwnon variable x0 is estimated using the
first experiment only. This can be problematic if Ã1 happens to be large and
the approach is not the soundest from a statistical point of view. One way to
avoid this problem is to introduce the variable m = Ax0. Equation (4) then
becomes linear in m and A and all experiments can be used to identify these
unknown parameters. Then, x̂0 can be computed using their estimates. This
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approach is taken in A2. Still, no nonlinear optimization is needed and the
approach will be shown to have better statistical properties than A1.

Again, vectorization is employed and (4) can be rewritten asyk = m+
�xTk 
 In�� (16)

and if all experiments are assembled one obtainsy = Φ2�; (17)

where y =

264 y1

...yM375 ; Φ2 =

264In xT1 
 In
...

...In xTM 
 In375 ; � =

�m�� :
The parameter vector � is estimated using the least squares estimate�̂ = Φ

y
2y; (18)

which means that m = Ax0 and � = vec(A) are estimated by use of all M
experiments. Thereafter, Â is formed from �̂ and x0 is estimated asx̂0 = Â�1m̂: (19)

4.4 Statistical Properties of A2

Again the statistical analysis is carried out under Assumption 2 and Remark 1.
The results are summarized in Lemma 2.

Lemma 2. The expected value of the estimate (19) is,

Ex̂0 = x0 +O �
EkÃkk2

�
(20)

and its covariance matrix is for large SNR given by

cov (x̂0) = A�1C2aΦ
y
2C2R�;MC�

2 Φ
y�
2 C�

2aA��; (21)

whereC2 =

264(x0 + x1)
T 
 In 0

. . .

0 (x0 + xM )
T 
 In375 2 C nM�n2M ; (22)C2a =

�In �xT0 
 In� ; 2 C n�n(n+1) : (23)

Proof See Appendix A. �
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5 Approach 3: Nonlinear Regression

In this section we drive a loss function that handles the stochastic uncertainty Ã
in a more sophisticated fashion. This leads to a problem formulation with a loss
function that is nonlinear in x0. Thus, there exists no closed form solution and
a numerical search procedure is required. In order to use standard optimization
routines, the system equation (1) is reformulated as a real valued problem.
This is done by representing the complex valued quantities with their real and
imaginary parts separated. This operation is denoted here with (̄�) and we letȳk =

�ykRykI � =

�
Re (yk)
Im (yk)

� ; x̄0 =

�x0Rx0I � ; x̄k =

�xkRxkI � ; 2 R2n�1 ;
where Rn�m denotes real valued n�m matrix and where Re(yk) and Im(yk) are
the real and imaginary parts of yk, respectively. The corresponding convention
with subscripts R and I will be employed in the sequel. Furthermore, the
vectorized matrices with separated real and imaginary parts are defined as�̄ =

��R�I � =

�
Re (vec (A))
Im (vec (A))

� 2 R2n2�1;
¯̃�k =

��̃kR�̃kI � =

24Re
�

vec
�Ãk��

Im
�

vec
�Ãk��35 2 R2n2�1; ¯̃� =

264 ¯̃�1

...
¯̃�M375 2 R2n2M�1;

and the corresponding covariance matrices are defined as

cov
�

¯̃�k� = R̄�; cov
�

¯̃�� = R̄�;M = IM 
 R̄�:
A given complex valued equationy = Ax; ) yR + iyI = (AR + iAI ) (xR + ixI)
can be reformulated as a real valued relation�yRyI � =

�AR �AIAI AR ��xRxI � : (24)

and by use of the vec operator (on each block row of (24)) one obtains�yRyI � =

�xTR 
 In �xTI 
 InxTI 
 In xTR 
 In� ��R�I � :
Using this fact, the system equation (1) can be rewritten asȳk = Dk(x̄0)�̄+Dk(x̄0)�̃k; k = 1; � � � ;M;
whereDk(x̄0)=

"
(x0R + xkR)

T 
 In � (x0I + xkI )
T 
 In

(x0I + xkI )T 
 In (x0R + xkR)T 
 In# 2 R2n�2n2 : (25)
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If all experiments are stacked in a tall vectorȳ =
�ȳT1 ȳT2 � � � ȳTM �T ;

one obtains ȳ �B(x̄0)�̄ = C(x̄0) ¯̃�; (26)

where B(x̄0) =

264D1(x̄0)
...DM (x̄0)

375 ; C(x̄0) =

264D1(x̄0) 0

. . .

0 DM (x̄0)

375 : (27)

The covariance matrix of the residual term C(x̄0) ¯̃� is denoted byQ�(x̄0) = C(x̄0)R̄�;MCT (x̄0) 2 R2nM�2nM ; (28)

which is a function of the unknown variable x̄0. Similarly to the approaches A1
and A2 an estimate of x̄0 is found by minimizing a quadratic criterion. However,
in order to make the covariance matrix of the estimation error minimal, the
equations should be weighted with the inverse of Q� [13]. The criterion then
reads V (x̄;�) = kȳ �B(x̄)�̄k2Q�1� (x̄) : (29)

Minimization of V with respect to � is straightforward. For a fixed value ofx̄ = x̄�, the minimum is [13]

ˆ̄� =
�BT (x̄�)Q�1� (x̄�)B(x̄�)��1BT (x̄�)Q�1� (x̄�)ȳ (30)

and insertion of (30) into (29) yields a concentrated loss functionW (x̄) = min� V (x̄;�) =
ȳ �B �BTQ�1� B��1BTQ�1� ȳ2Q�1�

=
�ȳT�ȳTQ�1� B �BTQ�1� B��1BT�Q�1� �ȳ�B �BTQ�1� B��1BTQ�1� ȳ�

= ȳTQ�1=2� �I2nM �Q�1=2� B �BTQ�1� B��1BTQ�1=2� �Q�1=2� ȳ (31)

where the dependence on x̄ is dropped for brevity. The concentrated loss func-
tion (31) can be formulated asW (x̄) = ȳTQ�1=2� (x̄)Π?(x̄)Q�1=2� (x̄)ȳ; (32)

where Π? is the orthogonal projector onto the null-space of BTQ�1=2� and it is
given by

Π? = I2nM �Q�1=2� B �BTQ�1� B��1BTQ�1=2� : (33)

The parameter estimation problem becomes a two-step procedure:

ˆ̄x0 = minx̄ W (x̄) (34)

ˆ̄� =
�BT (ˆ̄x0)Q�1� (ˆ̄x0)B(ˆ̄x0)

��1BT (ˆ̄x0)Q�1� (ˆ̄x0)ȳ: (35)
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By the separation into two estimation steps the complexity of the optimization
problem has been significantly reduced. Minimization of the original loss func-
tion (29) would require a nonlinear search over 2(n2 + n) unknown parameters.
By use of the concentrated loss function (31), the problem is reduced to a non-
linear minimization over 2n variables and a simple weighted linear least squares
fit to find the remaining 2n2 unknown parameters. The second step is only
needed if the nuisance variable A is of any importance.

The optimization problem (34) is often referred to as a variable projection prob-
lem [4]. Such optimization problems frequently appear in sensor array processing
[14] and in many other applications [5]. However, the fact that Q� in (32) is a
function of the unknown variable is quite uncommon. Notice that Q� depends
on the uncertainty covariance matrix R̄� through (28). Therefore, R̄� needs to
be a priori known or estimated.

5.1 Statistical Properties of A3

First notice that the outcome ˆ̄x0 from the optimization (34) is such thatW (k)(ˆ̄x0) = 0

for a successful minimization. Assume that the estimate ˆ̄x0 lies in a neighbor-
hood close to the true value x̄ = x̄0, i.e. ˆ̄x0 = x̄0 + x̄", where x̄" is small. Then
(see e.g. [10, 13]),

0 =
�TW�x̄ ����x̄=ˆ̄x0

=
�TW�x̄ ����x̄=x̄0+x̄" � �TW�x̄ ����x̄=x̄0

+
�2W�x̄2

����x̄=x̄0

x̄": (36)

Remember that W (k) = �W=�[x̄]k, where [x̄]k is the k-th element of x̄, see
Section 3. Equation (36) implies that the estimation error approximately isx̄" = ���2W�x̄2

��1 �TW�x̄ ; (37)

where the derivatives should be evaluated at x̄ = x̄0. The accuracy of the
estimate then becomes

cov (x̄") =

��2W�x̄2

��1

cov

��TW�x̄ ���2W�x̄2

��1 : (38)

Thus, we need to evaluate the gradient and the Hessian,�TW�x̄ =

264W (1)

...W (2n)

375 ; �2W�x̄2
=

26664 W (11) W (12) � � � W (1(2n))W (21) W (22) � � � W (2(2n))

...
...

. . .
...W ((2n)1) W ((2n)2) � � � W ((2n)(2n))

37775 ; (39)

of the loss function and evaluate them at x̄ = x̄0. In order to accomplish this
it is useful to rewrite the criterion function (32) asW (x̄) = ȳTQ�1� (x̄) (I2nM �B(x̄)P (x̄)) ȳ; (40)
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where P (x̄) =
�BT (x̄)Q�1� (x̄)B(x̄)

��1BT (x̄)Q�1� (x̄): (41)

The matrix P has some useful properties that are summarized in what follows.
For notational convenience the dependence on x̄ is dropped. All proofs are given
in Appendix B.

Proposition 1. PB = I2nM (42)�
Proposition 2.P (k) =

�BTQ�1� B��1
�BT (k)Q�1� +BTQ�(k)� �

(I2nM�BP )�PB(k)P (43)�
A very useful consequence of the first proposition is

Proposition 3. P (k)B = �PB(k): (44)�
The final proposition is related to the second derivatives of P :

Proposition 4.�BTQ�1� B�P (kl)B =BTQ�1� �B(l)PB(k) +B(k)PB(l)�� �BT (k)Q�1� +BTQ�(k)� �
(I2nM �BP )B(l)� �BT (l)Q�1� +BTQ�(l)� �

(I2nM �BP )B(k) (45)�
After these technical results we present one lemma needed in order to compute
the gradient and Hessian (39) of the concentrated loss function W (x̄), (32).

Lemma 3. Under Assumption 2 (kÃkk � kAk) it holds thatW (k)(x̄0) � �2�̄TBT (k)Q�1=2� Π?Q�1=2� C ¯̃� (46)W (kl)(x̄0) � 2�̄TBT (k)Q�1=2� Π?Q�1=2� B(l)�̄: (47)�
We are now ready to give the main result of this section:
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Lemma 4. The estimation procedure A3 yields

Ex̂0 = x0 +O �
EkÃkk2

�
(48)

and the accuracy is for large SNR given by

cov
�
ˆ̄x0

�
=H�1GR̄�;MGTH�1; (49)

where

[H]kl = 2�̄TBT (k)Q�1=2� Π?Q�1=2� B(l)�̄; (k; l) = 1; � � � ; 2n; (50)

[G]k;: = �2�̄TBT (k)Q�1=2� Π?Q�1=2� C; k = 1; � � � ; 2n; (51)

where [G]k;: means row k of the matrix G. �
Again, notice that all proofs are given in Appendix B.

Remark 2: The results presented apply for any variable projection problem
of the type (32). The only assumption made is that B is linear in x̄, so thatB(kl) = 0. If B would be a nonlinear function of x̄, terms that involve B(kl)
appear in the results above. The details needed in order to carry out the final
computations for the specific problem at hand are given in Appendix C.

5.2 Computational Aspects

The loss function (32) is a nonlinear function of the unknown variable x̄0. There-
fore, numerical optimization is needed in order to compute the estimate ˆ̄x0. For
this purpose, there are some computational issues that need to be addressed.

5.2.1 Initialization

Any optimization routine need to be started with an initial guess of the minimiz-
ing variable. Instead of just choosing e.g. ˆ̄x0 = 0, the optimization is initialized
with the outcome from the procedure A2.

5.2.2 Existence of Local Minima

It is not easily seen if there exists local minima from the expression (32). So far,
no problems with convergence to inaccurate estimates have been experienced.
If n = 1, it is possible to visually depict the level curves of the concentrated
loss function. Such an example is shown in Figure 2. Here, the number of
experiments is M = 7 andA = 1 + 0:78i; x0 = 0:55; R̄� = cov

�
¯̃�k� = 10�3I2:

The figure shows that at least in this case the loss function is well behaved.
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Figure 2: Level curves of the loss function. The true parameter value is x0 =
0:55.

5.2.3 The Covariance Matrix R̄�
In most applications, the covariance matrix Q� should be positive definite.
However, situations where it is ill conditioned, or rank deficient may occur.
Such situations need to be taken care of. It can be done using regularization,Q� = CR̄�;MCT + �I2nM ;
where � is a small real number.

In order to use approach A3, the statistics of the uncertainty must be known
or estimated beforehand. The good news is that only the structure of R̄� and
not its absolute value is of importance. A scaling of the covariance matrix will
only scale the loss function (32). Thus, the value of ˆ̄x0 that minimizes value
(32) will remain the same.

5.2.4 Computation of the Loss Function

When the projection matrix Π? is computed, the effects of rounding errors may
become significant. Therefore, it should be computed in a numerically sound
way. First, rewrite (33) as [12]

Π? = I2nM �MMy; M = Q�1=2� B
and perform the QR factorizationM = QR =

�Q1 Q2

� �R1

0

� ; (52)
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where Q is an orthogonal matrix and R is upper triangular. Equation (52)
implies M = Q1R1;
which gives M y =

�RT
1QT

1Q1R1

��1RT
1QT

1 = R�1
1 QT

1 ;
where the last equality follows from the orthogonality of Q1. Using this result,
the projection matrix can be written as

Π? = I2nM �Q1R1R�1
1 QT

1 = I2nM �Q1QT
1 = Q2QT

2 : (53)

Equation (53) less sensitive to rounding errors compared to direct computation
of (33). In addition, the use of Q2 forces (53) to be positive semidefinite.
Therefore, the QR decomposition approach should be used for the numerical
computations.

5.2.5 Speeding up Convergence

Many optimization routines converge in fewer iterations if in each step the an-
alytical value of the gradient of the loss function is supplied. Such expressions
are given in Appendix D, for any x̄ 6= x̄0.

6 Numerical Examples

In this section the performance of the different estimators are compared by
means of two numerical examples. The first example is ad hoc and used to
compare the analytical accuracy results with Monte Carlo simulations. The
second example is more realistic and deals with unbalance estimation of rotating
machinery.

6.1 Example 1

The accuracy results for the three different approaches described in Section 4
(A1, A2) and Section 5 (A3), are not really transparent and therefore they are
evaluated in a simple example.

Consider a system given byyk =
�A+ Ãk� (x0 + xk) ; k = 1; � � � ;M;

where yk is the measurement of experiment k and xk is a user chosen variable.
The unknown system parameters are given byA =

�
0:3 + 4i 0:2 + i
0:2� i 0:5� 0:5i

� ; x0 =

�
1

0:9�
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Figure 3: Results of Monte Carlo simulations (MC) and analytical results for
Example 1.

and the disturbance has zero mean and covariance matrixR̄� = 10�4I8:
For a given experiment, the user chosen variable is either zero or drawn from a
uniform distribution,xk =

�
0 if k = 12 CU(�2; 2) if k = 2; � � � ;M;

where CU(�2; 2) means that the real and imaginary parts both are uniformly
distributed in the interval (2; 2). The variables x2; � � � ;xM are independent.
The effect of the number of experiments M used to estimate x0 is evaluated using
Monte Carlo simulations. For each value of M , the covariance matrix of the
estimates from algorithms A1, A2 and A3 are computed from 1000 realizations.
The same data set is employed for all algorithms and the results are compared
with the corresponding analytical covariance matrices.

Figure 3 shows the trace of cov (x̂0) for the different algorithms. Notice that
trace [cov (x̂0)] = trace

�
cov

�
ˆ̄x0

��
. The smallest number of experiments re-

quired in order to estimate x0 is M = n + 1 = 3. Notice also that if M = 3,
all algorithms have precisely the same performance. It depends on that the
number of equations are equal to the number of unknowns and there exist only
one unique solution, which is independent on how the equations are weighted.

The curves in Figure 3 show that the analytic results coincide very well with
the results from Monte Carlo simulations. It is also seen that even though A1
may compete with A2 and A3 when the estimation is performed with a small
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number of experiments (e.g. M < 6), it performs significantly worse than A2
and A3 when M is increased. The reason for this is that A1 relies so much on
the first experiment when x̂0 is computed. Therefore, A1 does not benefit from
statistical averaging when the number of experiments is increased.

In this simple example, A2 and A3 performs almost similar. The algorithm A3
does benefit from its optimal weighting and always performs slightly better than
A2. However, one may argue that the improvement is dearly bought. In the
next example, we show that A3 sometimes actually pays off.

6.2 Example 2

Consider a model of a separator as described in Section 2.1 and shown in Figure
1. It is a 2-dimensional model with 12 degrees of freedom. The beam at which
the separator bowl is attached is however modeled with the Euler-Bernoulli
partial differential equation. The masses of the bowl and the frames are in the
order hundreds of kilograms. The stiffnesses are modeled using the concept of
hysteretic damping. It means they are modeled as a complex valued stiffness,
which is a is a way to introduce damping in the system. The damping does
not change with frequency, in contrast to viscous damping. The complex val-
ued stiffnesses are subject to change between experiments, which leads to the
uncertainty term. Between each experiment, each stiffness varies uniformly �1
percent around its nominal value. The modeling is quite extensive and the de-
tails are by purpose left out in order to make the presentation compact. The
system model becomesyk =

�A+ Ãk� (x0 + xk) ; k = 1; � � � ;M;
where A = 10�4

��0:0095� 0:5335i 0:0036 + 0:1743i�0:0089� 0:4344i 0:0017 + 0:1932i

� ; [m/(sg)];x0 =

�
21e37 �

180
i

17e111 �
180

i

� ; [g]:
The unit of A depends on the fact that the measured quantity is in [m/s] and
the applied masses are in grams [g]. The quantities are complex valued since
they are associated with a magnitude and an angular position. The structure
of the covariance matrix R̄� is depicted in Figure 4.

In order to use A3, the statistics of the uncertainty must known or estimated
somehow. Two scenarios here are evaluated. The first is that the statistics
of the uncertainty is fully known. The other scenario is that it is completely

unknown and therefore ˆ̄R� = I8 is employed. The latter choice clearly deviates
from the true covariance matrix as depicted in Figure 4. Still, the algorithm
A3 can be used, but the weighting is no longer optimal. Therefore, it is not
necessarily so that A3 should perform better than the other two approaches in
this case.
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Figure 4: The structure of R̄�. Each square shows the magnitude of the cor-
responding element in R̄�. The matrix is scaled so that the greatest element
have unit magnitude.

Each trial weight [xk]i has certain mass mi and angular position �i, relative to
a reference position in the bowl. Typically, x1 = 0, since in the first experiment
it is decided if balancing is at all needed. Thus, if balancing is needed, the first
experiment is for ‘free’. In this example M � 3 is required and it is chosen to
use �x1 x2 x3

�
=

�
0 30 �30
0 30 30

�
as the trial masses (in grams) for the first three experiments. This is done to
ensure that the trial masses do not become ‘too’ linearly dependent. If M > 3,
the further experiments are drawn from a statistical distributionxk =

�
[xk]1
[xk]2

�
=

�m1e�1im2e�2i

� ; k � 4;
where mi 2 f30; 40; 50; 60g [g]; �i 2 U(0; 2�) [rad]: (54)

All values of mi are equally probable and U(0; 2�) is a discrete uniform distri-
bution with resolution 1 degree. Not too much effort is put on choosing ‘good’
candidates for trial masses. Instead, the masses are changed according to (54)
for each new Monte Carlo realization. The purpose with this procedure is to
diminish the effect of specific choices of xk and instead put the focus on the
performance of the estimators.

Again, Monte Carlo simulations are used to evaluate the performance of the
three estimation algorithms. The covariance matrix of the estimates are com-
puted using 300 realizations for each value of M . The result is shown in Figure
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5. The figure shows that if the true covariance matrix of the uncertainty is
known, the nonlinear estimation method A3 outperforms A1 and A2. Even

with the ad hoc choice ˆ̄R� = I, A3 gives better performance compared to A1
and A2. Such a choice is probably natural if the statistics of the uncertainty

is completely unknown. In reality, user choices of ˆ̄R� would probably lead to
a performance of A3 that lies somewhere in between the curves marked with
squares. Thus, better knowledge about the system at hand is expected to yield
better estimates.

Finally, we show a histogram plot of the estimation error for M = 14. The
error of [ˆ̄x0]1 = Re([x̂0]1) is shown. It can be seen that the estimation error is
centered around zero and the distribution is by far most narrow when A3 with
ˆ̄R� = R̄� is employed.

7 Conclusions

An estimation problem that is motivated by the application of unbalance esti-
mation of rotating machinery have been considered. Three different estimation
techniques (A1, A2 and A3) are derived and analyzed with respect to their
respective statistical properties.The estimation problem is special in the way
that the disturbance is entering the system equations. Instead of noisy mea-
surements (ordinary least squares problems) or noisy inputs (errors in variables
problems), the main source of uncertainty is here considered to act on the system
parameters in a stochastic fashion.

For a simple example, the derived analytical results are compared with Monte
Carlo simulations which show very good agreement. The analytical accuracy
expressions could be employed as a basis for experiment design, i.e. the problem
of finding a sequence of xk that minimizes the estimation error.

An example of unbalance estimation of a separator is also considered. Here,
it is shown that the accuracy can be significantly improved if the nonlinear
estimation approach A3 is employed. This is particularly so if the number of
experiments is increased. In such circumstances, it matters very much how
the estimation is performed. The nonlinear approach A3 may then perform
considerably much better than the linear estimators A1 and A2.
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A Proofs of Section 4

Proof of Lemma 1

The identification procedure is derived while neglecting the effects of Ãk. In
the presence of this disturbance (6) and (7) modify tozk = Axk � Ã1x0 + Ãk (x0 + xk)

=
�xTk 
 In��� �xT0 
 In� �̃1 +

�
(x0 + xk)

T 
 In� �̃k; k = 2; � � � ;M:
The z vector (9) then becomesz=Φ1��2641

...
1

375
�xT0 
 In� �̃1 +

264(x0+x2)
T
In 0

. . .

0 (x0+xM)
T
In375264 �̃2

...�̃M375
= Φ1�+

��C1b C1a� �̃; (A.1)

with C1a and C1b as defined in (14) and (15), respectively.

The first step of the estimation procedure is to compute an estimate of �, as in
(11) �̂ = Φ

y
1z

= �+ Φ
y
1

��C1b C1a� �̃, �+�";
where �" = Φ

y
1

��C1b C1a� �̃
Thus, the estimate of A can be written asÂ = A+A"; (A.2)

where A" is formed from �", i.e. vec(A") = �".
Let m = Ax0;
which means that m̂ = y1 = m+ Ã1x0; (A.3)

that follows from (1) and (5). Equation (A.3) can be rewritten asm̂ = m+m"; (A.4)
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where m" =
�xT0 
 In� �̃1:

Using (12), (A.2) and (A.4), the estimate of x0 can be written asx̂0 = (A+A")�1
(m+m")

=
�A�1 �A�1A"A�1 + � � � � (m+m")

= x0 +A�1 (m" �A"x0) + � � �
= x0 +A�1

��xT0 
 In� �̃1 � �xT0 
 In��"� + � � �
= x0 +A�1

�xT0 
 In� ��̃1 �Φ
y
1

��C1b C1a� �̃�+ � � � (A.5)� x0 +A�1
�xT0 
 In� ��In2 + ΦyC1b� �Φ

y
1C1a� �̃; (A.6)

where the approximation in (A.6) follows from the fact that kÃkk is assumed
to be much smaller than kAk. Therefore, also kA"k is much smaller than kAk.
From (A.5) it is concluded that

Ex̂0 = x0 +O �
EkÃkk2

�
since the error term in (A.6) is linear in �̃, which has zero mean. For large
SNR, (A.6) is a valid approximation. Then, covariance matrix of x̂0 becomes

cov (x̂0) = A�1C1cov (�̃)C�
1A��;

with C1 given by (13). Furthermore, the covariance matrix of �̃ is given by (3),
which concludes the proof. �
Proof of Lemma 2

In the presence of Ãk, (16) modifies toyk = m+
�xTk 
 In��+

�
(x0 + xk)

T 
 In� �̃k:
and (17) becomes y = Φ2� +C2�̃; (A.7)

with Φ2 and C2 as defined in (17) and (22), respectively.

Application of (A.7) on (18) yields�̂ = Φ
y
2 (Φ2� +C2�̃)

= � + �"; (A.8)

where �" = Φ
y
2C2�̃: (A.9)
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Equation (A.8) shows that �̂ is an unbiased estimate of � =
�mT �T �T since

the error term is linear in �̃. The covariance matrix of the estimate then reads

cov
��̂� = Φ

y
2C2cov (�̃)C�

2 Φ
y�
2 ;

where cov (�̃) = R�;M .

The partition of �̂ in (A.8) implies thatm̂ = m+m";�̂ = �+�" ) Â = A+A";
for some m" and A". Therefore, (19) can be written asx̂0 = (A+A")�1

(m+m")
=
�A�1 �A�1A"A�1 + � � � � (m+m")

= x0 +A�1 (m" �A"x0) + � � �
= x0 +A�1

�m" � �xT0 
 In��"� + � � �
= x0 +A�1

��In �xT0 
 In� �m"�" �� + � � �
= x0 +A�1C2a�" + � � �� x0 +A�1C2aΦ

y
2C2�̃; (A.10)

where in the last equality (A.9) has been used and the approximation follows
from that the second order terms are assumed to be negligible. Therefore, the
expectation of the estimate (19) can be written as (20). From (A.10) it directly
follows that for large SNR, the covariance matrix of x̂0 is given by (21). �
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B Proofs of Section 5

Proof of Proposition 1

The result directly follows from the definition (41) of P. �
Proof of Proposition 2

Application of the chain rule and the rule for differentiation of matrix inverses
yieldsP (k) =

n�BTQ�1� B��1BTQ�1� o(k)

=
�BTQ�1� B��(k)BTQ�1� +

�BTQ�1� B��1
�BT (k)Q�1� +BTQ�(k)� �

= � �BTQ�1� B��1
�BT (k)Q�1� B +BTQ�(k)� B +BTQ�1� B(k)

�� �BTQ�1� B��1BTQ�1�| {z }P +
�BTQ�1� B��1

�BT (k)Q�1� +BTQ�(k)� �
=
�BTQ�1� B��1

�BT (k)Q�1� +BTQ�(k)� �
(I2nM �BP )� PB(k)P : �

Proof of Proposition 3

Application of the chain rule on (42) yieldsP (k)B + PB(k) = 0 , P (k)B = �PB(k);
which is the desired result. �
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Proof of Proposition 4

First notice that B(kl) = 0. Next, differentiate (43) with respect to [x̄]l, and
make use of the chain ruleP (kl) =

n�BTQ�1� B��1
�BT (k)Q�1� +BTQ�(k)� �o(l)

(I2nM �BP )

+
�BTQ�1� B��1

�BT (k)Q�1� +BTQ�(k)� ���B(l)P �BP (l)�� P (l)B(k)P � PB(k)P (l):
Using Proposition 1 and Proposition 3 we obtain�BTQ�1� B�P (kl)B = ��BT (k)Q�1� +BTQ�(k)� ��B(l)P +BP (l)�B�BTQ�1� BP (l)B(k)PB �BTQ�1� BP| {z }BTQ�1� B(k)P (l)B

= ��BT (k)Q�1� +BTQ�(k)� �
(I2nM �BP )B(l)�BTQ�1� BP (l)B(k) +BTQ�1� B(k)PB(l) (B.1)

and using Proposition 2, Proposition 3 and some algebraic manipulations, the
term that involves P (l) is expandedBTQ�1� BP (l)B(k) = � � � =

=
�BT (l)Q�1� +BTQ�(l)� �

(I2nM �BP )B(k) �BTQ�1� B(l)PB(k): (B.2)

Finally, combining (B.1) and (B.2) gives the desired result. �
Proof of Lemma 3

Differentiation of (40) yields W (k) = ȳTQ(k)ȳ; (B.3)

where Q(k) = Q�(k)� (I2nM �BP )�Q�1� �B(k)P +BP (k)
� : (B.4)

Let ȳ = B(x̄0)�̄+C(x̄0) ¯̃� as in (26) and evaluate (B.3) at x̄ = x̄0. This givesW (k)
���x̄=x̄0

= �̄TBTQ(k)B�̄+ 2�̄TBTQ(k)C ¯̃�+ ¯̃�TCTQ(k)C ¯̃�: (B.5)

By use of Proposition 1 and Proposition 3 it follows that BTQ(k)B = 0, so
the first term vanishes. Next, it is argued that if kÃkk � kAk, then the term
¯̃�TCTQ(k)C ¯̃� is negligible compared to the middle term of (B.5). It remains
to compute

2�̄TBTQ(k)C ¯̃� = 2 ¯̃�TCTQ(k)B�̄:
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Again, Proposition 1 and Proposition 3 giveW (k)(x̄0) � �2 ¯̃�TCTQ�1� (I2nM �BP )B(k)�̄; (B.6)

which can be equivalently written as (46).

Next, we want to find an expression for W (kl). Differentiation of (B.3) with
respect to [x̄]l yields W (kl) = ȳTQ(kl)ȳ;
where Q(k) is given by (B.4). If the model (26) for ȳ is inserted, one obtainsW (kl) = �̄TBTQ(kl)B�̄+ 2�̄TBTQ(kl)C ¯̃�+ ¯̃�TCTQ(kl)C ¯̃�� �̄TBTQ(kl)B�̄: (B.7)

The approximation follows from that the term that is quadratic in �̄ is nonzero,
and the assumption kÃkk � kAk.
Differentiation of (B.4)with respect to [x̄]l yieldsQ(kl) = Q�(kl)� (I2nM�BP)�Q�(k)� �B(l)P+BP (l)��Q�(l)� �B(k)P+BP (k)

��Q�1� �B(k)P (l) +B(l)P (k) +BP (kl)� :
Computation of (B.7) with application of Propositions 1–4, B(kl) = 0, and
evaluation at x̄ = x̄0 yieldsW (kl) � �̄TBTQ(kl)B�̄

= �̄T �0�BTQ�(k)� �B(l) �BPB(l)��BTQ�(l)� �B(k) �BPB(k)
��BTQ�1� ��B(k)PB(l) �B(l)PB(k)

��BTQ�1� BP (kl)B� �̄
= �̄T�BT (k)Q�1� (I2nM�BP)B(l)+BT (l)Q�1� (I2nM�BP)B(k)

��̄ (B.8)

= 2�̄TBT (k)Q�1� (I2nM �BP )B(l)�̄; (B.9)

where (B.8) follows from Proposition 4 and some algebra. Equation (B.9) follows
since Q�1� (I2nM �BP ) is a symmetric matrix. The expression (B.9) can be
equivalently written as (47). �
Proof of Lemma 4

The estimation error is given by (37), which by use of Lemma 3 can be written
as x̄" � �H�1G ¯̃�; (B.10)

which has zero expectation for large SNR, sinceH andG are constant matrices.
Using (B.5) and (B.6), the expecation of ˆ̄x0 can be written as (48). Furthermore,
using (B.10) the covariance matrix of x̄" satisfy cov (x̄") = cov

�
ˆ̄x0

�
. Then, (49)

immediately follows from (38) and Lemma 3. �
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C Expressions for the Derivatives of B and Q�1�
Differentiation of B(x̄) and C(x̄)

The derivatives with respect to [x̄]k of the matrices B and C as defined in (27)
becomeB(k) =

2664 �D1(x̄)�[x̄]k
...�DM (x̄)�[x̄]k 3775 ; C(k) =

266664 �D1(x̄)�[x̄]k 0 � � � 0

0
�D2(x̄)�[x̄]k � � � 0

...
...

. . .
...

0 0 � � � �DM (x̄)�[x̄]k
377775 ;

where Di(x̄) is given by (25). For brevity it is repeatedDi(x̄) =

"
(xR + xiR)

T 
 In � (xI + xiI)T 
 In
(xI + xiI )T 
 In (xR + xiR)T 
 In# ; x̄ =

�xRxI � 	n	n (C.1)

and we see that its derivative differs somewhat depending on whether [x̄]k be-
longs to xR or xI . Thus if k � n, then [x̄]k 2 xR; and if k > n, then [x̄]k 2 xI .
The derivative of Di then becomesD(k)i =

�Di(x̄)�[x̄]k
=

8>>>><>>>>:�[0 � � � 1 (pos. k) � � � ] [� � � 0 � � � 0]
[0 � � � 0 � � � ] [� � � 1(pos. n+ k) � � � 0]

�
In if k�n;�
[0 � � � 0 � � � ] �[� � � 1(pos. n + k) � � � 0]
[0 � � � 1(pos. k) � � � ] [� � � 0 � � � 0]

�
In if k>n; (C.2)

which is a constant matrix that is independent on the input variable xi, fori = 1; � � � ;M . The final expressions of the derivatives of B and C becomeB(k) =

2641
...
1

375
D(k); C(k) = IM 
D(k): (C.3)�
Differentiation of Q�1�
The weighting matrix Q�1� was defined in (28). It is here repeatedQ�1� (x̄) =

�C(x̄)R̄�;MCT (x̄)
��1
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and differentiation with respect to [x̄]k yieldsQ�(k)� = �Q�1� Q(k)� Q�1�
= �Q�1� �C(k)R̄�;MCT +CR̄�;MC(k)T�Q�1�
= �Q�1� ��IM 
D(k)

� R̄�;MCT +CR̄�;M �IM 
D(k)
�T�Q�1� ;

where D(k) is given by (C.2). �
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D The Gradient of the Loss Function

The gradient of the loss function (32) is given by�TW�x̄ =

264 ȳTQ(1)ȳ
...ȳTQ(2n)ȳ375 ;

whereQ(k) = ��Q�1� Q(k)� + P T �B(k)T �BTQ�1� Q(k)� ��Q�1=2� Π?Q�1=2��Q�1=2� Π?Q�1=2� B(k)P ; (D.1)Q(k)� = C(k)R̄�;MCT +CR̄�;MC(k)T (D.2)

and where B(k) and C(k) are given by (C.3).

Proof First, notice thatW = ȳTQȳ = ȳTQ�1� (I2nM �BP ) ȳ
and differentiate Q with respect to [x̄]k,Q(k) = Q�(k)� (I2nM �BP )�Q�1� �B(k)P +BP (k)

� :
By use of Proposition 2 and Q�(k)� = �Q�1� Q(k)� Q�1� one obtainsQ(k) = ��Q�1� Q(k)� + P T �B(k)T �BTQ�1� Q(k)� ��Q�1� (I2nM �BP )�Q�1� (I2nM �BP )B(k)P ;
which is equal to (D.1). Equation (D.2) directly follows from differentiation ofQ� = CR̄�;MCT . �
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